Agenda for eb SOA TC

Date: Wednesday Nov 3, 2004 8:00 AM PST

Dial in Info: 877-220-5439 or 408-536-9900

Dial in passcode: 123456

Agenda:

1. Person appointed to take notes
2. Roll call
3. Report from meeting Oct 22?
4. Fall meeting – 11 people confirmed attendance Nov 18,19 after XML 2004. Meeting will be at Adobe HQ. Address is:

   &oi=localr

   Hours: Nov 18 – 09:00 – 17:00
          Nov 19  09:00 – 15:00

5. Charter discussion: Do we change our charter or home page or both? What is the message?

6. Drafts available from website:
   a. Eb SOA specification version 0.47
   b. Eb SOA Catalog of Patterns has 4 patterns published.
      i. EbSOA Basic Service Pattern v 0.8
      ii. ebSOA Service Validation Pattern v 0.8
      iii. ebSOA Dynamic Service Configuration Pattern v 0.8
      iv. ebSOA Service Proxy Pattern v 0.5

7. Issue a call for patterns for reviewers with this TC to review and comment on these. Review Process – using spreadsheet of your choice, make the following columns:
   1.DOCUMENT
   2.LINE#
   3.EXISTING CONTENT
   4.REQUESTED CHANGE
   5.RATIONAL or COMMENTS
DO NOT use Adobe post it notes or Microsoft change tracking. These two technologies make it hard to reconcile multiple conflicting change requests.

Comments must be sent to both dnickull@adobe.com and mattm@adobe.com

The comments will be disposed of in due time and the disposition of comments will be noted and published as per the OASIS TC process. You will be noted as to the disposition of your comments.

8. Other discussions
9. Next meeting notes.